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SUMMARY 

 

In this paper, China Regional Monitoring Agency (China RMA) presents her progress of 

studying and developing of methods on the use of ADS-B data to monitor the Altimetry 

System Error (ASE). With the help from FAA Technical Centre, China RMA is able to 

understand the process and algorithm of ASE calculation. With the help from AAMA and 

MAAR, China RMA is able to conduct ASE estimate comparison with the AAMA and 

MAAR using the domestic ADS-B data. The comparison showed that China RMA’s ASE 

results behaved the coherently with FAA software's results. Based on the communication 

with AAMA, the examples of further analysis for the determination of correct geoid 

reference is also presented in this working paper. 

This paper relates to –   

 

Strategic Objectives: 

A: Safety – Enhance global civil aviation safety 
 

Global Plan Initiatives:  

GPI-2  Reduced vertical separation minima 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 In recent years, both AAMA and MAAR have finished the research for use 

Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) data to monitor aircraft Altimetry System 

Error (ASE) and started to provide the ADS-B ground-based monitoring services. ADS-B height 

monitoring technology provides large volumes of data and information about the aircraft population 

and permit repeated measurements on individual airframes, which is highly beneficial in detecting 

trends in ASE performance. AAMA and MAAR use the software which is developed by FAA 

Technical Center as the tool of ASE calculation. 

1.2 In the first season of 2008, China RMA had a chance to get training from the FAA 

technical center about using the FAA’s Enhanced GPS Monitoring Unit (EGMU) calculation software 

to calculate ASE for individual aircraft. From 2009 to 2012, through several trainings and emails of 

technical interchange between the engineers of China RMA and the specialists of FAA Technical 

Center, the China RMA is able to understand the process and algorithm of ASE calculation. 

1.3 From September 2012, China RMA started collecting ADS-B data and developing 

software for the automatic ADS-B data processing. From January to March 2013, China RMA 

compared the track calculation result with AAMA, and compared the common aircraft ASE results 

with AAMA and MAAR. The comparison showed that China RMA’s ASE results behaved coherently 

with that from the result produced from the FAA software. China RMA presents an example of data 

comparison later in this paper. 
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1.4 In March 2013, AAMA kindly shared their experience of determining the correct 

geoid reference to China RMA. The examples of the geoid reference determination by China RMA’s 

data alone and combination RMA’s data are also presented in this paper. 

1.5 This paper presents China RMA’s study and development of the program for the 1) 

ASE calculation using ADS-B data 2) ASE estimates comparison with other RMAs and 3) geoid 

reference determination. 

2. DISCUSSION 

 

The Brief Description of ASE Calculation 

2.1 ASE is a measure of the height-keeping performance of an aircraft. In airspace where 

the RVSM is applied, the importance of accurate aircraft height-keeping is magnified. ASE is not 

detectible in routine operations (including surveillance system and T-CAS); specialized measurement 

equipment is necessary to independently measure the errors. According to the ICAO Doc 9574 and 

Doc 9937, he RMA is required to monitor the Total Vertical Error (TVE), Altimetry system error 

(ASE) and Assigned Altitude Deviation (AAD). From the definition of TVE, AAD and ASE, It is can 

be known that ASE = TVE – AAD. Figure 2.1 provides an illustration of the relationship between 

these errors. 

 
Figure 2.1: The Definition of TVE, AAD and ASE 

2.2 According to the actual situation for the global HKP monitoring, the aircraft 

displayed altitude and the ATC assigned altitude can be recorded and estimated by the Mode C height 

which is transmitted by Mode S or Mode A/C transponder. Another important attitude for the HKP 

monitoring, actual attitude of the aircraft can be estimated though the special means, such as GMU, 

AGHME, HMU and AHMS systems. 

2.3 During the HKP monitoring process, the AAD can be calculated through the 

displayed altitude subtracts the ATC assigned altitude directly. However, because these altitudes are 

sourced from the different reference system, the TVE cannot be calculated by the assigned altitude 

and actual altitude directly. In the fact, the Mode C height, the data source of the assigned altitude, 

and the displayed altitude are pressure altitude which is based on the Mean Sea Level (MSL). The 

GPS height indicating the aircraft actual altitude which is geometric height is based on the HAE-84 

coordinates. According to the FAA’s HKP process methodology, the key step is to convert the 

original assigned altitude which is the MSL pressure altitude to the WGS84 geometric height. In 

China RMA’s ASE process software, we used the same way to process the Mode C data and calculate 

the ASE. After the data reference system converting, that height can be used to calculate the TVE and 

ASE based on the WGS84 geometric height. 
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General Method for the China RMA’s ASE Calculation 

2.4 Based on the technical interchange between China RMA and FAA technical Centre, a 

set of Java software has been developed by China RMA to conduct the ASE process. ADS-B Data 

received from several domestic ADS-B stations are the input to the software. Figure 2.2 presents the 

general process of the ASE calculation process using ADS-B data. 

 
 Figure 2.2: General Process for the China RMA’s ASE Calculation 

2.5 Table 2.1 presents the main functions of this process.  The step number from A to I 

can be found from the Figure 2.2. The detailed descriptions for each step are presented from Section 

2.6 to Section 2.12. 

Step Number Description of Main Functions 

A Data requirement for the ADS-B HKP monitoring 

B Data Pre-Processing and Level Straight Segment Extraction 

C Data Smooth for the GPS and Mode C Height 

D MSL Pressure Assigned Flight Level Estimation 

E Points AAD Calculation 

F MSL Geometric Assigned Flight Level Converting 

G HAE Geometric Assigned Flight Level Converting 

H Points TVE, ASE Calculation 

I Mean value of the TVE, AAD and ASE Calculation 

Table 2.1: Description of Main Functions of the Process  

Detailed Process of China RMA’s ASE Calculation 

2.6 Step A: Data Requirement for the ADS-B HKP Monitoring 

2.6.1 In China RMA’s ASE calculation, the data from several domestic ADS-B stations are 

collected and utilized. With the help from the ADS-B team of the Aviation Data Communication 

Corporation (ADCC), ATMB, China RMA team is able to obtain four-dimensional ADS-B track data 

resolved from ASTERIX CAT21 format to estimate ASE directly. And based on the data 

requirements, the following records were filtered out: 

a) Records whose flight levels are not within the 291-411 flight level band. 

b) Records whose NUC values are less than 5. 
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2.6.2 Table 2.2 presents the data items in our data requirement. All of these seven items in 

the table are mandatory. 

 Item Unit Remark 

1.  UTC Time millisecond 
millisecond from 

the midnight 

2.  Mode S Address hexadecimal  

3.  Latitude degree  

4.  Longitude degree  

5.  NUC integer  

6.  Geometric Height feet  

7.  Mode C Height feet  

Table 2.2: Data Items Requirement for China RMA’s ASE Calculation 

2.7 Step B: Data Pre-Processing and Level Straight Segment Extraction 

2.7.1 All the aircraft information in our daily ADS-B data can be received by the domestic 

ADS-B station and the data files was organized by day. So before reading the data file into the JAVA 

program, a data pre-processing should be conducted to split the whole file into the records of different 

aircraft. China RMA set 1.5s as the minimum time between flight track points to re-sample the raw 

data. This resample data was useful to control the data volume and improve the calculation efficiency 

in the following steps for ASE calculation. After reading the split aircraft data file into the JAVA 

environment and creating the original track, the Level Straight Segment Extraction will be finished for 

the track. 

2.7.2 The Level Straight Segment Extraction includes two separate sub-steps, the first sub-

step: level segment extraction and the second sub-step: straight segment extraction. In the level 

segment extraction the aircraft movement of climb or descent is used to determine the ending time for 

the level segment. 

2.7.3 For the straight segment extraction, the Pearson Correlation Coefficient of the 

longitude and latitude was used to determine the turn of the track. If the absolute value of the 

correlation coefficient is equal or greater than 0.95, the program will consider it as a straight level 

segment. In the case where the absolute of the correlation coefficient is less than 0.95 the program 

will cycle through the data until it finds an absolute value of the correlation coefficient is 0.95 or 

greater, and continue cycling through all the data until all the data points have been examined, 

creating difference straight and level flight segments. 

2.7.4 During the tests for the level straight segment, if the program finds a time gap 

between two adjacent track points more than one minute, the track will be separated into different 

track segments. After extracting the level and straight segment for an original track, there will be 

several segments for a track. The program will test the point number of every segment, and drop the 

short one whose points number is less than 240. Figure 2.3 presents an example for the level straight 

segment extraction of China RMA. 
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Figure 2.3: An Example for the Level Straight Segment Extraction by China RMA 

2.8 Step C: Data Smooth for the GPS and Mode C Height 

2.8.1 Data smooth is an important part of the ASE process algorithm. The purpose of 

smoothing is to reduce random noise in the time series of aircraft geometric and pressure height 

observations and produce a final height trace which can exhibit the aircraft height trends more clearly. 

In the multilateration system (AGHME and HMU), each point is dependent on the location of the 

aircraft in reference to the multilateration station and the monitoring system only can get shorter 

aircraft tracks, so the polynomial smooth is suitable for it. But for the ADS-B and EGMU system, 

because the data is independent, the non-parametric regression method is needed. 

2.8.2 In the FAA’s ADS-B and EGMU ASE process system, a non-parametric regression 

(by Wecker and Ansley) is used for the smooth. This algorithm is suitable for the ARD Mode C data 

in the EGMU ASE process. The accuracy of the ARD data is 100ft and the frequency of the data 

recording is five or six seconds. It is not synchronous with the EGMU GPS receiver which receives 

the data one time per second. So besides the spline smooth and Kalman filter, in FAA’s smooth 

algorithm, there is a special function for the ARD data which can predict the data for every second by 

Auto Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) model. This algorithm is also suitable for the ADS-B 

system.  

2.8.3 In order to simplify the practice of engineering, in China RMA’s software, we use the 

Kernel Regression Smoothing method to smooth both GPS and Mode C data. But this algorithm 

doesn’t have the prediction function, so it cannot synchronize the GPS and Mode C data obtained 

from an EGMU ASE calculation system. In the data requirement for our ADS-B team, we required 

both GPS height and Mode C height at the same time strictly, so actually our smooth algorithm can 

only be used to process the ADS-B data. Figure 2.4 presents a comparison for the FAA and China 

RMA’s smooth algorithm. 

2.8.4 The first three figures are the FAA’s ASE results of a test ADS-B track, and the three 

figures in the second line are from China RMA’s software. From the comparison of the smooth result, 

it can be found that from China RMA's results that a few over-smoothing occurrences, but it does not 

have significant effect on the mean value of the segment/daily ASE result (101.8721 Vs. 102.8759 in 

this example) which is used to estimate the height keeping performance of the aircraft. So it can be 

said that the Kernel Regression Smoothing is effective for the ASE monitoring process. The detailed 

introduction (including equations and the parameters selection) is included in the Appendix A of this 

working paper. 
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Figure 2.4: Smooth Algorithm Comparison between FAA and China RMA’s Results. 

2.9 Step D&E: MSL Pressure Assigned Flight Level Estimation and Points AAD 

Calculation 

2.9.1 In China RMA’s software, we estimate the nearest standard flight level based on the 

situation of the Chinese RVSM airspace. This nearest standard flight level will be defined to the MSL 

Pressure Assigned Flight Level. The points AAD will be calculated by subtracting the Assigned Flight 

Level from the result of the smoothed Mode C height. And all of points AAD of a track (level straight 

segment) will be used to calculate the points ASE value. 

2.10 Step F: MSL Geometric Assigned Flight Level Converting  

2.10.1 TVE is estimated from the difference between the Geometric Assigned Flight Level 

and the smoothed GPS height. Actually, during the flight, both the aircraft altimetry system and the 

ATC system are using the pressure altitude, which is the initial reason of the HKP monitoring. To 

convert the pressure altitude to geometric height, the meteorological data is needed. 

2.10.2 For this step, during the training from FAA Technical Centre to China RMA, we have 

got the very detail explanation from Ms Christine Falk and Mr Eugene J Fortunato. The China RMA’s 

software uses meteorological data provided by the FAA and a similar algorithm for the 

meteorological data decoding, interpolation and reference conversion. The China meteorological 

algorithm is coded by Java in our software. 

2.10.3 After the coding process of the China RMA’s software was finished, we have 

compared the result for the MSL geometric assigned flight level estimation between the detail log file 

of our software and FAA’s EGMU software. The results from two sides behaved coherently, so we 

think our program is effective to estimate the MSL geometric Assigned Flight Level. 
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2.11 Step G: HAE Geometric Assigned Flight Level Converting 

2.11.1 Based on the research from AAMA, an aircraft will transmit geometric height as 

either HAMSL or HAE, depending on the GPS receiver. However, it is often not known which of 

these geoid assumptions is being used and it must be determined from the ASE data. So we must 

convert the MSL Geometric assigned flight level to HAE, and both Assigned Flight Level from 

HAMSL and HAE will be retained to estimate the MSL ASE and HAE ASE respectively. 

2.11.2 In China RMA’s software the geoid data file included in the FAA's ASE software 

tool is used. We get this data file based on the email questions and answers between China RMA and 

FAA for the ASE geoid process. The Figure 2.5 presents the geoid contour map of China. The 

variation of the geoid in the Chinese FIRs is from -200 feet to 100 feet. In large areas, it has a similar 

geoid with -100 feet except the eastern boundary and the northwest airspace which is 100 feet and -

200 feet respectively. 

2.11.3 FAA’s geoid data are the binary grid data with the 0.5 degree multiply 0.5 degree, 

from 90 to -90 (90N to 90S) for the latitude and from 0.5 to 360 (0.5E to 180E, 180W to 0) for 

longitude. And the density is higher than other data sources for the geoid. And we use the simple 

bilinear interpolation to calculate the geoids for any needed position. And the HAE geometric 

Assigned Flight Level is estimated by subtracting the geoid from MSL geometric Assigned Flight 

Level. 

 
Figure 2.5: Geoid Contour Map of China 

2.12 Step H&I: Points TVE, ASE Calculation and Mean value of the TVE, AAD and 

ASE Calculation 

2.12.1 These two steps are the final steps for ASE calculation. Firstly, in China RMA’s ASE 

software, we calculate the points TVE by subtracting the Geometric Assigned Flight Level with MSL 

and HAE respectively from the smoothed GPS height. And secondly, points TVE will subtract the 

smoothed points AAD to get the MSL and HAE points ASE respectively. Figure 2.6 presents the 

points TVE, AAD and ASE based on the HAE for the example in the Section 2.8 and the one based 

on the MSL is similar. 
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Figure 2.6: An Example of the TVE, AAD and ASE 

2.12.2 We can also find some phenomenon from these pictures that is the Trend 

Relationship. Firstly, the trend of wave crest and trough for the smooth GPS height is similar with the 

Mode C height. Secondly the trend of the TVE is based on the trend different for the smooth GPS and 

Geometric Assigned Flight Level. Finally the trend of ASE can be obtained by subtracting the trend of 

smoothed Mode C Height (we can get AAD based on the smoothed Mode C Height) from the trend of 

smoothed GPS Height (we can get TVE based on the smoothed GPS Height). And these three Trend 

Relationships also reflect the method for ASE calculation which described in the Section 2.1. 

2.12.3 After we get the points TVE, AAD, ASE values of the track, it is able to estimate the 

mean value of them and these mean values will be used to describe the HKP for the level straight 

track segment. 

ASE Comparison between RMAs 

2.13 In order to check the effectiveness of the China RMA ASE algorithm, during the end 

of 2012 and the beginning of 2013, China RMA contacted the AAMA and MAAR for the track and 

aircraft ASE to conduct a cross check. The outcome is proved to be encouraging. 

2.14 Track comparison with AAMA 

2.14.1 At the beginning of 2013, some Chinese ADS-B track data were sent to the AAMA 

for the comparison using the FAA’s ADS-B ASE Software. Figure 2.7 which was provided by 

AAMA presents two of the track ASE comparison results. 

   
Figure 2.7: Track Comparison between China RMA and AAMA 
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2.14.2 In the Figure 2.7 the blue points are the results from FAA’s software, the red crosses 

are the China RMA’s result. The following conclusions can be drawn from the track comparison: 

a) China RMA’s ASE results are consistent with the FAA's code ASE results 

It can be found from these two figures that both HAE ASE and MSL ASE from China RMA’s 

software are consistent with those from FAA’s software. That means based on the Chinese ADS-B 

data and FAA’s meteorological data, China RMA’s program is able to produce similar ASE estimate. 

b) The FAA code produces ASE results which are often for a longer track  

As same as FAA, China RMA also uses the climb and descent from Mode C Height to decide the 

level segment and correlation coefficient of the latitude and longitude to decide the straight segment. 

But it is different with the FAA’s algorithm, in our own software some additional conditions is used, 

such as a new level straight segment will be created when the program find the time gap for the two 

adjacent track point is more than one minute and the level straight segment will be deleted from the 

list if the points number of it is less than 240. So when the signal quality is not good, the segment may 

be shorter. And we think it is not important for the ASE estimation. 

c) The FAA code produces a different AAD value to China RMA code (100 ft different). 

It can be found from Figure 2.7 that the AAD from the FAA’s software is 100 ft and in China RMA’s 

result is zero mean value. We think it correctly reflects the 100ft misalignment between Chinese 

RVSM FL and ICAO feet-based RVSM FL. In the FAA's EGMU ASE calculation software (only in 

the version for China) FAA have made a special function to handle this matter. The similar method is 

used in China RMA’s ASE software. 

2.15 Aircraft ASE comparison with AAMA and MAAR 

2.15.1 At the end of February, China RMA finished the aircraft ASE comparison with 

AAMA and MAAR, Figure 2.8 present the comparison result. From 24 Sep, 2012 to 9 Feb, 2013, 

China RMA processes our ADS-B data manually and there were 3831 aircraft which have been 

monitored in these data. Compared with AAMA and MAAR’s aircraft ASE results, there are 892 and 

735 aircraft in common respectively, and all of the geoid references of these aircraft have been 

determined by AAMA and MAAR. It can be found from the following figures that the ASE 

correlation of the common aircraft correspond with the X = Y regression line. 

 
Figure 2.8: Aircraft Comparison with AAMA and MAAR 
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2.15.2 There is an obvious common outlier results in these two figures, in which the 

registration mark of the aircraft is 9MMLH (with Mode S address hx750237). The ASE value in 

China RMA’s result is -179 feet (HAMSL) and in AAMA and MAAR’s results is 33 feet and 6 feet 

respectively. This aircraft was monitored by Chinese ADS-B system only once in 28 Dec, 2012. 

According to the later contact with MAAR, based on their AHMS monitoring data this airframe may 

have switched its height reference from HAMSL to HAE around the beginning of Nov 2012 (the 

analysis chart which was provided by MAAR is in the Appendix B of this working paper) and the 

revised ASE is –11 ft. Later analysis by AAMA showed their result to be 7 ft. This type of 

comparison between RMA's provides a very useful check of ASE results and allows for unusual 

results to be thoroughly investigated. Later work will include error limits on the ASE estimates to 

improve RMA collaboration and cross-checking. The China RMA might find closer agreement in the 

ASE estimate with more sampling. 

Geoid Reference Determination 

2.16 For the data comparison which was presented the Section 2.15, the aircraft GPS geoid 

reference (MSL and HAE) was provided by AAMA and MAAR. China RMA has done some work on 

the field of geoid reference determination. 

2.17 Geoid Reference Determine By China RMA’s Data Alone 

2.17.1 It can be found from Figure 2.5 that the difference of the geoid height in China 

ranges from -200 to 100 feet. That means it is possible to determine the geoid reference if the track 

cross the contour line of the geoid height. Figure 2.9 presents an example for the geoid reference 

determination. 

2.17.2 According to the Figure 2.9, in this example, the aircraft occurred in the most parts of 

the eastern of China. That means the track have crossed the contour line of the geoid height, and the 

geoid reference can be determined by the comparison of MSL ASE and HAE ASE. 

2.17.3 It can be found from the left part of Figure 2.9 that the MSL ASE value keeps stable 

for the different geoid height, and the HAE ASE is descent when the geoid height is increasing. The 

geoid reference, HAMSL, of this aircraft can be inferred from the comparison result. So the alone 

China RMA’s data can be used to determine the geoid reference of the aircraft which cross the 

contour line of the geoid height. 

 
Figure 2.9: An Example of Preliminary ASE Geoid Reference Determination 
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2.17.4 The China RMA also obtains data from regions where HAMSL≈ HAE, off the east 

coast of China. When aircraft cross this region it is unimportant whether the aircraft is using HAMSL 

or HAE as both ASE estimates will be the same. This allows determination of an accurate ASE 

regardless of the geoid height reference. 

 

2.18 Geoid Reference Determine Using Combination of  Data  from China RMA and 

other RMAs 

2.18.1 In March this year, AAMA kindly shared with the China RMA some ASE results 

whose geoid reference cannot be determined by AAMA data alone. Combination with China RMA’s 

ASE result, the geoid reference of some of these aircraft can be determined successfully, Figure 2.10 

presents an example of them. 

       
Figure 2.10: An Example for the Combination ASE Geoid Reference Determination 

2.18.2 In the right figure, the red points are the AAMA’s ASE tracks which are along the 

contour line of the geoid height and is hard to determine its geoid reference, and after combination 

with China RMA’s ASE tracks (green points), the geoid comparison result presented in the left figure 

is obvious to determine the geoid reference - HAMSL. 

2.18.3 ASE results from several regions help to identify an airframe’s height reference, and 

hence, to obtain correct ASE estimates. China RMA is very glad to share our ADS-B monitoring 

result with other RMAs. 

Conclusion 

2.19 Based on the FAA’s training and kind help, the China RMA is able to understand the 

methodology of ASE calculation and to develop our own application. From the January to Matrch of 

2013, China RMA has compared the track and aircraft ASE values with AAMA and MAAR. From 

the track comparison results it can be found that China RMA’s ASE estimation is able to get similar 

results with those from FAA’s ASE software. And for the aircraft comparison the result shows that 

China RMA’s ASE behave in a similar way to AAMA and MAAR. Based on the geoid reference 

comparison result, China RMA’s ADS-B ASE result can be used to determine the geoid reference of 

aircraft. Therefore, in our opinion China RMA’s ASE method can be used for height monitoring 

purposes. 

app:ds:January
app:ds:February
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Further Work for the China RMA ADS-B Monitoring 

2.20 Currently, China RMA’s ADS-B ASE Monitoring System is under development, 

China RMA is going to process ADS-B data automatically and produce monitoring report generation 

when the program is finished. 

2.21 In the research of the ASE result, AAMA found additional source of errors 

contributing to the ASE estimates, such as the sinusoidal type diurnal variation according to the time 

of day the data was collected. China RMA hopes to join the international ASE comparison and 

increase ASE accuracy for the APAC Region. 

2.22 Now China RMA uses two sets of the EGMU to meet the ICAO APAC Long Term 

Monitoring Requirement in Chinese Airspace. In 2013, China RMA will establish some new 

mechanisms for using the ADS-B data to assess the aircraft (operator/type) height keeping 

performance for domestic operators. 
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3. ACTION BY THE MEETING 

 

3.1 The meeting is invited to:  

a) discuss the contents in this working paper; 

b) endorse the China RMA ADS-B ASE Monitoring method and agreed China 

RMA’s aircraft ASE result to join the aircraft height keeping performance 

analysis and comparison of APAC Region; and 

c) support the further work of China RMA’s ADS-B monitoring which are 

described from the Section 2.20 to Section 2.22. 
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app:ds:mechanism
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Appendix A KERNEL REGRESSION SMOOTHING 

 

The goal of the regression curve fitting is to find a relationship between variables  
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expectation of a random variable. Based on the kernel density estimation, the Nadaraya-Watson 

Kernel Estimation (1964) is: 
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                                                  (A.1) 

We can say  nm x  is the Kernel Estimation of  m x , where  K   is the Kernel Function, nh  is the 

Bandwidth of the Kernel Estimation. 

For the Kernel Function of the kernel smoothing process, usually several different kernel functions, 

for instance Uniform Kernel:    
1

1
2

K u I u  , Gaussian Kernel:  

2

2
1

2

u

K u e




 , Epanechnikov 

Kernel      23
1 1

4
K u u I u    and so on, can be used in the algorithm,. Figure A.1 presents the 

smooth situation for these three different kernel functions. We can find from these three figures that 

the Gaussian Kernel (the middle one) is much smoother than the others because it removes more high-

frequency 'noise' from the data. 

 
Figure A.1: Smooth Situation for the Different Kernel Functions 

However, it is argued in some materials that compared with bandwidth, the kernel function is less 

important as for its influence towards the smooth result. In China RMA’s ASE software, the Gaussian 

Kernel is used, and we also want to find a kernel function which has a better smoothing effect. 

In the Kernel Smooth, the Bandwidth can mainly decide the accuracy of the result. And the bandwidth 

can decide how much to smooth in the non-parametric regression. Overlarge bandwidths, in which 

every observation has a large influence interval, have a strong efficiency for the smooth result and 
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usually lead to an “over-smoothed” situation. On the contrary, a too small bandwidths, in which every 

observation has a small influence interval, have a lacking efficiency for the result of the smooth and 

usually lead to an “under-smoothed” situation. Figure A.2 presents the comparison of the different 

bandwidths for the above example with Gaussian Kernel. 

 
Figure A.2: Smooth Situation for the Different Bandwidth 

In the China RMA’s ASE process software we used the suggested optimal bandwidth by Bowman and 

Azzalini (1997): 
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                                              (A.2) 

In the above example, h = 37.3874. 

3.1.1 Based on the equation A.2, in China RMA’s software, we can get the unique 

bandwidth for every track (level straight segment). And we can find from the Figure A.1 and Figure 

A.2 that a smooth result is effective to reflect the actual fight situation and to reduce random noise in 

the height time series. It is also mentioned in some martials that the minimization Mean Squared Error 

(MSE) and Mean Integrated Squared Error (MISE) can be used to test whether the Kernel Function 

and Bandwidth are optimal: 

          

           

22

2

Var biasn n n n

n n n

MSE m E m x m x m m

MISE m E m x m x x dx MSE m x dx

 

 

      

 
   

  
 

                     (A.3) 

China RMA will continue this work of optimal Kernel Function and Bandwidth selection. 
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Appendix B MAAR’s AHMS CHART FOR THE AIRFRAME HEX750237 
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